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I. Introduction The present abstract summarizes 
results that will be published as an article in Astron. 
& Astrophys J. [1]. The aim of this work is to apply a 
numerical treatment proposed [2] to account for the 
non-mass-dependent fractionation effect observed for 
oxygen isotopes during the synthesis of ozone [3,4,5] 
to other chemical elements. A numerical protocol to 
calculate isotopic reaction rate ratios is proposed. 
This treatment yields non-mass-dependent isotopic 
effects in other chemical elements, qualitatively 
similar to those observed in some of the high 
temperature minerals found in the carbonaceous 
meteorites. This treatment may reflect the numerical 
consequences of an unrecognized quantum 
mechanical effect, linked to a property of chemical 
reactions involving indistinguishable isotopes. 

II. Mass dependent terms   
In the present approach, the individual reaction 

rates for the different isotopomers are not calculated 
and consequently the isotopic fractionation factor is a 
free parameter. The proposed formalism allows the 
calculation of all the possible relations between the 
reactions rates normalized to a reference  reaction. 
That is to say : if the isotopic fractionation factor of 
one isotopomer relative to an other isotopomer used 
as a reference is known, all the other isotopic 
fractionation factors involving all the other 
isotopomers are known.  

Let us consider a chemical element "I" having 3 
stable  isotopes, X, Y and Z and 3 reactions among 
the 9 possible reactions involved in the reactions 
I+IM : 
X + XM   →  XXM         kX-XM (1) 
X + YM   →  XYM (or YXM)   kX-YM (2) 
Y + XM   →  YXM  (or XYM)  kY-XM (3) 

X and Y are atoms, XM and YM are molecules, 
and k are the overall rate constants. Reactions take 
place between the incident isotope and the isotope in 
the M molecule. During the reaction, an isotope 
exchange may (or may not) take place; hence the 
notation « or » in (2) and (3). Bold italic is used to 
designate the incident atom except for reaction (1) 
where it is not possible to decide which of the two 
isotopes X in the XXM molecule is the incident 
atom.  

To avoid the complex calculation for each k 
value, the mass-dependent fractionation rule is 
written empirically : 
kX-YM / kX-XM = [µ X-YM /  µ X-XM ]

a  
= ∆ µX-YM

a  
    (4)

 

with µ the reduced mass of the reactants. In such an 
approach, if the parameter "a" is known, all the 
relations between all the rate constants are known. 

In the reaction rate ratio the number density of 
atoms and mo lecules vanishes and can be replaced 
by the relative abundance of the isotopes X, and Y, 
i.e. by x, and y, respectively (x+y+z = 1 for 
reactions involving the 3 oxygen isotopes). 
Defining the isotopic fractionation factor R as : 
R = d[XYM] / d[XXM] =  (5) 
 {x y [ µ X-YM /µ X-XM ]a + {y x [ µ Y-XM / µ X-XM ]a} 
 / { x  x }   (6) 

Since x and y are known (they are the relative 
natural abundance of the isotopes of a given 
chemical element), for a given value of "a", all the 
isotopic fractionation factors for all the possible 
substitutions of X, Y and Z can be calculated. Such 
a method reproduces with a high degree of 
precision the results obtained by quantum 
mechanical calculations (see [1]). 

III. Mass independent terms  
The aim of this section is to propose a treatment 

that permits the calculation of a non-mass-
dependent isotopic fractionation effect in a manner 
general to that described in section II. Similar to 
the treatment of the mass-dependent fractionation 
proposed in the previous section II, no specific 
chemical reaction is assigned for such a 
calculation. 

This treatment is based on a single assumption : 
the rate constants for the formation of molecules 
involving reactions between two indistinguishable 
isotopes (such as X+XM) are not related in a mass-
dependent manner to the rate constants involving 
reactions between two distinguishable isotopes 
(such as Y+XM). Such a difference does not 
appear in reactions such as (1) to (3) but in 3-body 
reaction scheme where the formation of IIM occurs 
when the stabilization of the energetic molecule 
IIM* involved two channels :  
I + IM     →  IIM* k*I-IM  (7) 
IIM*         →  I + IM kD,I-IM  (8) 
IIM* + N →  IIM  + N kN  (9) 

Equation (7) describes the formation of the 
energetic molecule IIM* with the rate constant k*. 
Equation (8) represents the spontaneous 
dissociation of the energetic molecule with the rate 
constant kD (D for dissociation); its inverse 1/kD 
characterizes the lifetime of the energetic molecule. 
Equation (9) corresponds to the possible 
stabilization of IIM*  by a third body N bringing 
out the proper amount of internal energy. For 
simplicity it is assumed that no isotopic effect 
exists for kN and thus no subscript is indicated in 
kN. The overall formation rate can be derived 
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assuming that the concentration of the energetic 
molecule IIM* is constant (steady state). 

According to our assumption kD,X-XM and kD,Y-XM 

are not related in a mass-dependent manner. As 
proposed to interpret the results on ozone, kD,X-XM 
and kD,Y-XM are  written as : 

kD,X-XM  =  1/2  [k1,X-XM + k2,X-XM]          (12) 

kD,Y-XM  =  k1,Y-XM                  (13) 

The additional term k2 appearing to describe the 
spontaneous dissociation rate of an energetic 
molecule formed by reactions involving 
indistinguishable isotopes is at the origin of the non-
mass-dependent effect. The factor 1/2 is introduced in 
(12) to re-normalize the collision rate to the same 
number of reactions involving dis - and 
indistinguishable isotopes.  

The two isotopic ratios R1=[YXM]/[XXM] and 
R2=[YYM]/[XXM] with the reaction X+XM used to 
normalize the isotopic rate ratios are now calculated. 
We will consider situations where the "low pressure 
approximation" (i.e. kN [N]<< kD ) applies; that is : 
R1= { [Y] [XM] k*Y-XM   kD,X-XM } 

 / { [X] [XM] k*X-XM   kD,Y-XM } (14) 
In R1, the ratio k2/k1  re-normalized to the same mass, 
is noted K 

k2/ k1 = K    (15) 
As expected from the numerical  results on ozone 

[6] the parameter K is mass-dependent and is written 
as :  

k2, X-XM / k1, Y-XM = K  ∆µY-XM
c  (16) 

The rate constant ratio of k* and k1 are related in 

a manner similar to that described in section II, i.e.:  
k*Y-XM / k*X-XM  = ∆µY-XM

a   (17) 
k1, X-XM / k1, Y-XM = ∆µY-XM

b  (18) 
The ratios are : 
    R1 =  [YXM]/[XXM] =    (19) 
yx {∆µY-XM

a  1/2 [ ∆µY-XM
b + K  ∆µY-XM

c ] } / xx 
    R2 =  [YYM]/[XXM] =   (20) 
yy  {∆µY-YM 

a ∆µY-YM
b }  / xx   

   
Numerical results : There are numerous 

examples in the literature demonstrating that nuclear 
effects are indeed present in meteoritic minerals and 
it is not the aim of this paper to claim that all isotopic 
anomalies result from the non-mass-dependent 
isotopic fractionation effect reported here. However, 
this numerical approach reproduces many isotopic 
anomalies observed in meteoritic minerals, including 
oxygen, silicon and the noble gases. 

 An example is given in the Figure 1 for the Nd 
isotopic anomalies. The positive and negative 
anomalies are assumed to correspond to the two 
channels of the decomposition of the energetic 
molecule (see reactions 8 & 9).  

Τhe negative δ
m

Nd at mass m=143 was chosen 
to adjust the three parameters of the calculation : 
a=0, c=0, and κ=2.96. The only isotope adjusted in 
the calculation is at mass 143 while all the others 
(at mass 144, 145, 146,148 and 150 for the 
negative δ pattern and at mass 143, 144, 145, 
146,148 and 150 for the positive δ pattern) are 
calculated rigorously. As reported in Figure 1, this 
calculation reproduces not only the two patterns at 
all masses, but also that the large negative isotopic 
anomalies (in the range of -500‰) correspond to 
moderate positive one (in the range of +50‰). 
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Figure 1 : Neodymium isotopic anomalies in 

the refractory inclusion EK 1-4-1 and in SiC (Nd, 
normalization at mass 142; data from [8,9]). (black 
dots for calculations and open symbols for data). 
The positive pattern is arbitrarily divided by 20. 
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